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Omega wolf Simon Malone never thought he'd wake up in the back of a car, bonded to an alpha.

And certainly not one as strong-willed and carefree as this one. Now, with a betrothal rapidly

approaching, Simon must find a way to break the bond before he loses what little life he has. If he

can't, who knows what lengths this rich alpha will go to. There's just one problemâ€”Simon can't

quite tear his eyesâ€”and heartâ€”away from sinfully sexy Cody Adams.All alpha wolf Cody Adams

wanted was one glorious week of freedom before his official bonding to a high class omega. A last

hurrah before taking on the responsibilities on his status and resigning himself to a mundane life of

perfunctory sex and duties. Now, with one week to rid himself of this low bred wolf, Cody must reign

in his temper and his heart before he does something else he regretsâ€”like falling in love. It doesn't

help that Cody's never seen an omega as captivating as Simon. And when Simon turns out to be

pregnant, things get even more complicated. Â 
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The continuity errors were so distracting. Cody was described as having dark hair, and then on

another page, he has blonde hair, and then back to dark hair. In another example, between the



space of just five paragraphs, Simon goes from changing into his wolf to avoid pain, to suddenly

clutching his belly with his human hands, with no indication that he was in human form again. It was

like the author couldn't keep track of the story while writing, and took big breaks between one

paragraph and the next.Even if there weren't continuity errors, this is just an unpleasant universe.

The alpha/omega concept is barely explained, and I was left confused how Dallas, who was

described as human, could be an omega. Are humans different in this universe? Do they have the

ability to become pregnant? Nothing is explained, and it doesn't make sense.The abusive,

controlling nature of "alphas" leaves nothing to be desired. The feeble, whimpering omegas were

just as unlikable. Seriously, how is ANY of this supposed to be sexy?This book is free on Kindle

Unlimited. If I'd had to pay for this, I'd be very upset.

Winter's Heat is a KU offering and written by an author I haven't tried. So. This is another mm alpha

and omega story. Simon, the wolf omega, lives with his mother. She offers no sympathy or

understanding when her son goes through his heats. As this story is called Winter's Heat, that's

exactly what happens, with a predictable outcome.Simon needs a breather half way through his

heat. He heads to an omega bar, smothered in cologne, wanting to unwind. In steps alpha wolf

Cody and as they say, the rest is history. What is different about this story is Cody learns to be more

than an entitled as_hole. He doesn't like what he sees in himself and is changing, for the better.

Along with that comes understanding and an alpha worth his weight in gold.For a first time story by

an unknown author, this one was decent. There were scattered editing errors, but those there small

compared to the well structured plot and outcome. A lot of thought went into the characters. Of

course there wasn't much explained how humans and shifters become paired up but I guess this is

a society where shifters are accepted, the social classes are alpha, omega, and beta, and that's

what they judge by in this world. Of course since I read a lot of shifter stories and do focus on the

mm genre, I wonder why a bear would even pair up with a human omega. Are omegas in high

demand or is Brett just that nasty no shifter would take him?I was curious about the father giving up,

the broken engagement, and why the other family didn't seek compensation. Why didn't anyone

come after Simon and Cody. They didn't 'escape' very far. I'd rate this 3.75 because the story was

predictable even if it was a nice read. - Dan's Wife

This was a cute read with some dark undertones. The main characters Cody and Simon end up

together after a night of drinking. Simon is a young scared omega that believes the world owes him

nothing that he is lower than low. Cody the alpha comes from privilege and feel he owns the world.



These two coming together is both fun and sad seeing the differences society treats them. When

Cody learns how one has are second class citizens, he starts rethinking g how he's been raised.

The plot is fairly moderately paced with some sex and violence.

This was an ultimately sweet story of an accidental bonding that grows into much more. While I

absolutely adored Simon from the start, I deeply disliked Cody at the start of the story (which is of

course the point!). He was narcissistic, crude, entitled, piggish, and usually half drunk or high. He's

under his father's thumb and just looking for a break to indulge his hit-it-and-quit-it ways before he

gets bonded to his father's hand-picked high-class match. Instead he winds up with Simon (no

spoilers on how). These two have so little in common and are coming from such different places

emotionally that it's amazing how the author manages to bring them together. There is some high

external (and a little over the top) drama added to all this to up the ante a bit. There is a very

touching HEA to the story (if some parts of it are a little unbelievable). The only complaint I have

against against the book is that there is so very much sobbing. I mean everyone was reduced to

tears over and over. It got a little old and definitely began to lose its emotional punch. Otherwise I

enjoyed the story and am looking forward to reading the next in the series. As a nice teaser, this

book includes the first two chapters to the next in the series.

The book contained 1585 locations on my kindle. The book was about Omega and Alpha wolf

Shifters. The Alpha's have all the power and the Omega's are like second class citizens, with no

rights. Cody is a 22 year old, conceited, pot smoking, drinking, rich alpha with a fiance. Simon is an

omega. Cody picks Simon up in a bar, after having drank too much, they accidentally become

bonded. The book contained a bit of oral sex some decent anal sex and Male pregnancy. I did not

like either character. Simon was a tiny, helpless weepy, lonely defeated man, who thought he was

worthless. I have to say, I have read a few Alpha/ Omega romances, and I like my Alphas to be

strong, dominant and in control. The Cody character was a bit of a disappointment. He was forceful

and kind of mean, in the beginning, but as the book moved forward. The Cody character became

kind of weak, with the crying and being afraid to touch his omega. I guess, I was hoping for more of

a balance.
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